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Introduction and Motivation
• Metallic magnetic calorimeters (MMCs) use 

paramagnetic sensors such as Au:Er to detect 
temperature changes produced by absorption of X-rays

• MMC is a potential sensor technology for the Lynx X-ray 
Microcalorimeter (LXM) on the Lynx mission concept
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• As array size increases
• Stray inductance of wiring increases

- between pixels & fanout to amplifiers
• Routing of wiring between pixels and readout challenging 

due to requirements of low inductance, low crosstalk, 
high critical currents & high yield

• MMCs can be scaled to large array sizes by, 
• Maximizing the sensor inductance by decreasing sensor 

meander coil pitch 
• Maximizing the magnetic coupling by scaling the sensor 

& insulator thicknesses with pitch
• Maintaining the Nb thickness with pitch in order to keep 

sufficient critical current 
• Buried layers can be used to achieve large scale, high 

density wiring
• Well suited for connecting thousands of pixels on large 

focal plane to readout chips with high yield
• Planarization allows use of top surface of wafer 

exclusively for pixels & heat sinking
- allows new pixel geometries

• Alleviates crosstalk



Fabrication of high sensor inductance 
MMC arrays with buried wiring
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Buried wiring & sensor meander coil layers
• Nb deposition by dc magnetron sputtering
• Nb patterning by DUV (248 nm) and plasma etch
• SiO2 ILD deposition by PECVD 
• CMP of ILD to desired thickness
• ILD patterning by DUV lithography and plasma etch
Au:Er deposition by sputtering & patterning by lift-off
Thermalization Au deposition by e-beam evaporation
Au heat sink deposition by e-beam evaporation
Stems electroplated through photoresist mold on Au seed layer
Absorbers electroplating and etch by ion milling

UHR

Main

Enhanced

Die layout of prototype MMC LXM array

• 22 mm x 22 mm reticle
consists of 2 chips, different sizes 

• Each chip comprises of Main array, Enhanced array 
and UHR array with 4 buried Nb layers

• Larger chip consists of 55,800 pixels, 5688 sensors



Main Array
• 60 x 30 sensor array with waffle shaped, multi absorber sensors (5 x 5 Hydra)

• Sensor meander coils and twin microstrip wiring are both patterned on topmost Nb layer 
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Components of Main Array

Main array twin microstrip wiring 
patterned on topmost Nb layer runs 
over a buried Nb ground plane layer

Twin microstrip wiring

Waffle shaped sensor 
meander coil and wiring 

on topmost Nb layer

Buried Nb
ground plane

Topmost Nb layer

Main array

0.8 µm pitch Nb meander coil
(1.2 and 1.6 µm pitch also used) 



Enhanced Array
• 24 x 24 sensor array with waffle shaped sensor in a 5  x 5 Hydra configuration

• Sensor meander coils patterned on topmost Nb layer are connected through superconducting vias to 
twin microstrip wiring on bottom-most Nb layer

• Using multiple layers of buried wiring,  the twin microstrip wiring is laid out on bottom-most Nb layer 
on a relaxed pitch, without the need for aggressively packing it on the top most Nb layer. This 
reduces crosstalk between pixels. 
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Components of Enhanced Array

Sensor meander coils on top 
most Nb layer

Top Nb sensor meander layer (green) is 
connected through two intermediate metal 

layers to bottom wiring layer (red)

125 µm x 125 µm sized composite Hydra 
absorber partitioned into a 5 x 5 array 

Enhanced array



Thermalization of Au-Er “Waffle”

• Thermal diffusion time across Au:Er
main array waffle sensor as a function 
of thickness of Au capping layer
- added to speed thermalization. 

• Thermal diffusion time (curve) is 
sufficiently fast compared with fastest 
expected hydra pulse rise time and 
overall hydra decay time constant

• 600 nm added does not significant 
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3 Microwave Readout
Microwave multiplexing approaches have the potential to read
out around a thousand pixels per read-out amplifier. Microwave
SQUID-based multiplexers (m-SQUIDs) have been developed
at the University of Colorado (CU).6 Demonstrations of read-out
of gamma-ray and x-ray TES detectors using this technique
show no energy resolution degradation from the nonmultiplexed
case. We propose to use a similar scheme, but adapted to MMCs,
where the requirements are different.

The circuit for reading MMCs with a microwave read-out is
depicted in Fig. 3. Changes in the MMC temperature induce
changes in the magnetization and, therefore, the inductance
of the meander coil. This produces a change of current through

the meander and also through the input coil to the rf-SQUID,
thus changing the magnetic flux coupled to it. This in turn
induces a change in the SQUID inductance and LN and, con-
sequently, also the frequency of the microwave SQUID resona-
tor, determined by LN, CN , and R, which is typically in the
range of 6 GHz. A single microwave feed-line can, in principle,
read out a thousand pixels coupled to a thousand resonators uni-
formly spaced in frequency. The change in resonance frequency
is sensed from changes in the microwave transmission and is
amplified by a parametric amplifier11 and a low noise high elec-
tron mobility transistor (HEMT) amplifier. The inputs to the
rf-SQUIDs use filters to prevent microwave power escaping
from the resonant circuit to the MMCs. Since the rf-SQUID is
a nonlinear device that cannot effectively be operated in a flux-
locked loop at these frequencies, a technique known as “flux-
ramped modulation”12 is used to provide a linear response. This
technique uses a high frequency triangle wave to modulate the
signal being input to the rf-SQUID over many Φ0’s at high fre-
quency (higher than the MMC signal bandwidth 10 to 20 kHz).
This provides a linear net response after demodulation in the
room temperature electronics. The m-SQUID provides micro-
wave bandwidth with power dissipation less than 10 pW/sensor.

The optimization of SQUIDs for MMCs differs from the
optimization for TESs as they require the lowest possible flux
noise in the SQUID. The figure-of-merit for SQUIDs that allows
us to directly compare the performance of suitably matched rf
and and dc-SQUIDs is the coupled SQUID energy sensitivity,
which is usually expressed in units of the reduced Planck con-
stant. The energy sensitivity is given by ϵs ¼ LiLs

M2

Sφ
2Ls

, where Ls is
the SQUID loop inductance, Lm is its input self-inductance,M is
the input mutual inductance, and Sφ is the power spectral density
of flux noise. For the dc-SQUIDs used to date, the best broad-
band energy sensitivity is 40 ℏ, although this increases at low
frequencies. Achieving a similar level energy sensitivity for rf-
SQUIDs should be possible, but so far SQUID resonators have
not been designed with this in mind. With the low noise multi-
plexed read-out envisaged, the effective noise temperature of
the HEMT amplifier needs to be very low and contributions to
the noise of two-level systems (TLS)13 also need to be very low.
In preliminary rf-SQUIDs designed for TESs, both of these
contributions are higher than is necessary.

At CU, a research goal for MMC readout is to design the
microwave-SQUID to have energy sensitivity around 100 ℏ
by three key efforts. First, properly design them for MMCs,
increasing the input inductance coupling to the SQUID resona-
tors. Second, the HEMT amplifiers currently used need to be
replaced with parametric amplifiers with much lower noise tem-
perature than the 1.8 K for the HEMTs. Third, efforts can be
made to minimize the TLS noise. By operating a flux-ramped
modulation at a much higher frequency and across wider reso-
nances than is currently used for TESs, the TLS noise will be
substantially reduced. In addition, by taking advantage of res-
onator advances that have been taking place for MKIDs, it
should be possible to reduce the TLS noise sufficiently to reach
our sensitivity goal.

4 Multilayer Superconducting Wiring
for LXM MMC Arrays

A planar, single-layer wiring approach would require many
microstrip wires to pass between neighboring pixels, leading
to technically challenging submicron wiring pitch values, espe-
cially given requirements on inductance, crosstalk, and critical

Fig. 3 Circuit for reading out an array of MMCs with a microwave
readout.

Fig. 2 Calculated thermal diffusion time across the Au:Er main array
waffle sensor as a function of the thickness of a pure Au capping layer
added to speed thermalization. The thermal diffusion time (curve)
is compared with the fastest expected hydra pulse rise time (lower
horizontal line) and the overall hydra decay time constant (upper
horizontal line).
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TiAu Heat Sink



Thermal multiplexing with hydra links
• Hydra design of Main and Enhanced Main Arrays allows 25 different pixels read out by single sensor

• Achieved by coupling 25 absorbers in 5 x 5 configuration to single sensor through Au thermal (hydra) links of varied 
thermal conductance

• Thermal conductance is varied by maintaining the same film thickness but varying the geometry (length) of the link

7/25/19 LTD 18 Milan, ItalyArrangement of Main array hydra links. Arrangement of Enhanced 
Main  Array hydra links. Schematic diagram of hydra device

Absorber outline

Current leads (buried wires)

Waffle-shaped Au:Er sensor

Thermal links Gold thermal grid
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Components of UHR array

• 60 x 60 sensor array with a square annulus shaped sensor
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Array of sensor meander coils 
on topmost Nb layer. 

Superconducting vias located 
at center of meander coil 

connect coil to wiring 

Top Nb sensor meander layer 
(green) is connected through 

two intermediate metal layers 
to bottom twin microstrip

wiring layer (red)

To control size of slew rate at 
readout a Au thermal link 

connects sensor to absorber stem

Au thermal link Au:Er

Au heat sinking grid

Au stem 

Pixels with absorbers 
uncovered

UHR array



MMC results (Main array)
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• (a) measured and (b) modeled pulse-shape of Main array MMC Hydra with 25 absorbers at 50 mK

• 25 different pulse shapes are clearly separated by means of rise-time and pulse height

• MMCs have high heat-capacity sensor, no need to add heat capacity to sensor for read-out optimization.

• Expected energy resolution based on signal and noise measurements: 2.8 – 3.7 eV for 6 keV @ 50 mK

èSimulation results: 3.2 – 3.8 eV FWHM 

T=50 mK



Modeling result  (Main array)
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PHs@ 40 mK = PHs@ 50 mK × 2

• Modeled FWHM energy resolution of Main array MMC Hydra  with 0.8 μm pitch meander coil with optimized read-out
- dE is energy resolution without errors in position correlation
- dEx includes the effect of uncertainty in determining the pixel location that X-ray hit at 200 eV  

• For X-ray energy larger than 200 eV, the position error converges to zero, dEx approaches dE

T=40 mK



MMC results (Enhanced array)
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• X-ray pulse data for Enhanced Array Hydra with 25 absorbers at 50 mK
• Only 13 of 25 different pulse shapes were clearly separated by means of rise-time and pulse height
• Hydra thermal links were fabricated with higher thermal conductance range than optimized design
• Thermal and electrical cross-talk effects were worsened by experimental details: need to float heatsinking grid, 

lack of x-ray mask over ballast inductor, and use of relatively high x-ray flux
• Expected energy resolution based on signal and noise measurements: 2.0 eV for 6 keV @ 50 mK
• Measured energy resolution from pulse histogram: 5.5 ± 0.4 eV @ 50 mK

T=50 mK



Experimental performance of pixel types
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• Cooling system limited temperature of operation to 50 mK instead of 40 mK as designed

- Performance worse by about a factor of 1.2.

• Each sensor not coupled to optimized SQUID (input inductance lower than optimum for design)

- Performance worse by about a factor of 1.6.

• Main Array performance Integrated NEP @ 50 mK

- 0.8 um pitch : 2.8 – 3.7 eV

- 1.2 um pitch : 3.0 – 4.0 eV

- 1.6 um pitch : 4.1 – 5.8 eV

Þ < 3 eV is achievable, even before incorporating sandwich design and improving noise.

• Enhanced Main Array performance Integrated NEP @ 50 mK

- 0.8 um pitch : 1.96 – 1.99 eV

- 1.2 um pitch : not available

- 1.6 um pitch : 6.3 – 6.4 eV 

Þ < 2 eV is achievable, even before incorporating sandwich design and improving noise.

• Ultra-Hi-Res performance Integrated NEP

- 0.8 um pitch : 4.8 eV – even more highly unoptimized – needs “flux transformer”.



Summary and plans
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• Next generation of MMC Arrays currently being designed

• New MMC arrays:
1. A full-size LXM MMC array with all pixels wired out on a full-size support wafer

- Requires “stitching” small-field (highest feature resolution) & large-field 
(for wiring out to read-out) mask-sets.

2. New MMC “sandwich” geometries to improve coupling of sensor to pick-up coil 
– will improve energy resolution performance of all pixel types!

3. Integration of “flux-transformers” to optimize performance of MMC UHR pixels.
4. Allows testing of bump-bond connections to microwave read-out

- as well as wire-bonds to current dc SQUIDs.

• Demonstrated large-scale, multilevel wiring to MMC sensors with high yield and high critical current.
• Demonstrated fine-pitch MMC meander coils with high inductance suitable for large arrays.
• Demonstrated the 25-pixel position-sensitive Hydra detector.

- 25-pulse shapes are clearly separated and pulse heights agree well with the modeling
• Estimated energy resolution (NEP): 2.8-3.7 eV for 6 keV @ 50 mK.
• Modeling result for the Main array assuming SQUIDs with optimal input inductance:

- 1.8 – 2.3 eV FWHM at 40 mK

Package for testing full size arrays with 
dc and microwave readout SQUIDs

Bump bonded μMUX chip

2 cmdc-SQUIDs x 2

!MUX x2


